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ABSTRACT

A Taurus-One data acquisition system, controlled by a Corona

microcomputer, was used t,o measure torque on the four axles and the

front and rear drive shafts and also to measure drawbar pull on a

quarter scale model four-wheel-drive (4w0) tractor. The model was used

to test the hypolhesis that the shift in axle load caused by the drive

shaft torque does not affect the tractive efficiency of the vehicle

because the wheels with least load have a higher slip which allow them

to puIl as nuch as the other wheels.

Three series of tests of the model were carried out in the

Agricultural Engineering soil bin. The first tests included three wheel

slip conditions (10 percent, 15 percent and 20 percent), three static

weight distributions (51:49, 56:44 and 62238) and two differential

conditions (tocked and unlocked). The second series of tests included

two wheel slip conditions (10 percent and 15 percent), three static

weight distributions and two differential conditions. The third and

final series of tests involved two wheel slips, trvo static weight

distributions (60:¿O and 70:30) and two differential conditions.

Results of the first two series of tests were considered unacceptable

since the torques indicated on the two axle shafts for the same unlocked

differential were different. This lead to modifications before the

final series of tests. Results of the final series of tests indicate

that during testing of the model, there rlas no difference in torque

applied to each wheel when the differentialÈ were locked or unlocked.

-lV-



It was concluded that the Taurus-One data acquisition system and

Corona microcomputer were adequate for measurement of the six torques

and the draft load while the tractor underwent testing. It was also

concluded that the tests of the hypothesis 'being considered were

inconcluçive.
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Chapter I

INTRODUCTION

Four-wheel-drive (4!,lD) tractors have become a common machine on many

farms lhroughout the world. Às with all farm machinery today, the

effieiency of these tracLors has been the subject of considerable

engineering research. The operating costs for any tractor are

influenced not only by engine efficiency but by tractive efficiency as

well. TracLive efficiency can be defined as the ratio of the input

power to a tractive device to the output power of that device. Thus the

tractive efficiency indicates the ability of a tractor to convert axle

power to drawbar povrer.

An interesting phenomenon peculiar to the 4llD tractor is the torque

reaction effect. This effect is the result of the rear axle assembly

being able to oscillate within the frame of the Lractor. The drive

shaft which delivers pov¡er from lhe engine to the rear axles, transmits

a torque to the assembly housing inducing a shift in weight between the

two wheels on the assembly. This shift in weight which adds load to one

wheel and decreases the load on the other is the Lorque reaction to the

driving shaft.

¡ conceptual hypothesis that is beinq considered is that the shift in

axle loadino caused by the drive shaft torgue does not reduce the

tractive efficiency of the vehicle because the wheels with the least

load have a qreater slip which enables them to pull as much as the other

wheels.

1
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There has been substantial work done on the subject of tractive

ef.f.iciency and the effect of slippage on performance ín bolh two-wheel-

drive (2WD) and 4WD tractors. Some of the research which is pertinent

to this project is discussed in lhe Review of Literature section of this

chaPter.

1,1 REVIEW OF TITERATURE

1 "1.1 Computer simulation models

The use of compuler simulation models to determine the effects of

changing variables ìn traction characteristics of 4WD tractors has

gained popularity in recent years. This type of analysis is

particularly appealing because the model can be modified with little

difficulty to simulaLe different conditions.

In the model developed by Macnab, wensink and Booster (977)', the

equations presenLed by Wismer and tuth (974) are used to predict the

effects of tractive performance and soil strength on the fuel economy of

agricultural tractors. The equations used were (Î.iismer and Luth, 1974)t

ît/w = 1.z/Cn + 0.04

where:

for a towed wheel

towed force of wheel, kN
dynamic wheel load, kN
wheel numer ic , cI bd/,t
cone index as obtained by ÀSÀE

standard S313.1, kPa
unloaded tire section width, m

unloaded overall tire diameter,

li l

TF=
W.=
Cn=
CI=

b
d

The equation for a driving wheel is:

e/w = 0.75(1-exp(-0.3Cns)) -(.2/cn + 0.04) 2

hev¡

P = net wheel pulI, kN
S = wheel slip, decimal
WrCn = same as equation

form
1
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This equation is valid for cohesive-frictional soils of moderate

compactability and pneumatic tires with a b/d ratio of approximately 0.3

and a radius to diameter ratio of approximately 0.475. A piot of the

slip-pulI relationship using this equation is shown in Figure 1.1.

DRTVING WHEEL PERFORMANCE RELATTAN
1,.ø

o
H
þ
É.

t--":r
(J
H
IJ
=
cl
t-
J
J
f,
0-

I
Crr = 5Ø

6 =3ø

4

¿ Cn=1Ø
I

ø.
ø .¿ .4

WHEEL SLIP
.6

(DËCÏMA[-)
.8 t.ø

Figure .1 .1: Slip pull relationship described by Wismer and tuth (974).

The equation used for tractive efficiency (wismer and Luth, 1974) of

a wheel is:

TE= ['t !:?4:-:-9:9i----- l
0.75(1 -exp(-r.iltt]

(1-s) 3 l

where:
TE = tractive efficiency
CnrS = same as equation 2

Macnab et al . 11977) combined the above equations to obtain¡

TrE4 = (n¡pa ) /( ßpr/(1-Fsrrp) )+(cpn/( l-nsup) ) ) [¿ ]
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v¡here:
TTE4 = tractor tractive efficiency 4WD

DBP4 = drawbar pull 4V{D, kN
GPF = gross front axle pulI, kN

GPR = gross rear axle puIl, kN
FSTIP = front axle s1ip, decimal
RSTIP = rear axle slip, decimal

The drawbar povrer is converted to equivalent axle power:

ÀP4=(onn+/rrn4)*v

where:
ÀP4 = axle power 4!{D, kW

DBP4 = drawbar pull 4WD, kN
V = tractor speãd, n/s

This computer model was verified using five 2llD tractors and one 4WD

tractor with dual tires. The results indicated that the model predicted

the tractive performance of the tractor reasonably accurately.

Experimental results did not agree with predicted values on test plots

containing vegetative cover because of the slick surface caused by the

vegetation.

Khalid and Smith (1981a) used the equations developed by Wismer and

Luth (974) with some of the terms empirically modified to reflect the

change in the cone index of the soil due to the passage of the front

wheels. Two scale models were utilized to determine the empirical

coefficients used in the modified equations. The equations developed

for 4WD tractors were:

lsl

Torque ratio¡

rF/rR = f ftt/vr) 6

=a
WF ft*x/n + H*Y/B)

¡4R+ $xx/ø+u*y/B) +v
7
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I{here ¡

TF = torque on front axle
TR = torque on rear axle
Vf = dynamic weight on front axle
Vr = dynamic weight on rear axle
['tF = stat ic we i ght on f ront axle
WR = static weight on rear axle
H = horizontal component of drawba'r load
V = vertical component of drawbar load
X,Y = coordinates of hitch position with the origin at the intersection
of the rear axle center line and the ground surface
B = wheel base
c = constant to be calculated from experimental data

Values of o obtained from experimental dala were 0.74 for the 1/S.l

scale model and 0.79 for the 1/10.94 scale modet. The difference rlas

attributed to different types of tire tread and to scaling.

Coefficient of rolling resistance:

RR/w=ßCn+1 [8]
where:

RR = one quarter of lhe tractor rolling resistance
Vl = one quarter of the tractor dynamic weight
Cn = wheel numeric
ß,I -- constants evaluated from experimental data

Values obtained from experimental data were¡

RR/w = 0.28 - 0.0029cn for Lhe 1/5.7 modet t g l

RR/w = 0.10 - 0.0008Cn for rhe 1/10.9 modet [ 10]

It was concluded that the soil r+as not scaled properly for lhe 1/10,9

scaLe model and that the 1/5.7 scale model provided data that was

comparable to full size tractors.
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The equation developed for the relationship between slip and
pu1l was:

e/w= O('1-exp(-S(l+ucn))) - (ßcn+r) t11l
where:

P = one quarter of the net tractor pull, kN
ll = one quarter of the tractor 'dynamic weight, kN
S = s1ip, decimal form
Cn = wheel numeric
0,1ru = constants evaluated from experimental data
ß,I = same as equation I

The following two expressions describe the slip - pull relationship

for the two models:

For the 1/S,l scale model:

p/w = 0.84(1-exp(-11.4s))-(0.28-0.0029cn) t 121

For the 1/10.9 scale model:

e/w = 0.73(1-exp(-8"2s) )-(0.10-0.0008cn) t 131

KhaIid and Smith (1981a) determined that:

In compactable soils, the front wheels leave a firmly packed

tractive surface for the rear wheels. The strength of the soil

surface that the rear wheels encounter may not be proportional to

that of Èhe front wheels because the soil can only be compacted

to a certain Ievel. Thus even though the front tires may

encounter variations in the soil surface, the rear wheels would

not experience such a severe variation.

Íhe contact area of the front tires increases as soil strength

decreases and therefore the gross puII of the front axle in firm

soil would be similar !o that developed in soil with a lower

strength. Hence the gross pu1l of a 4WD tractor may not be

affected greatly by slight varialions in soil strength.

1

2
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The tractive efficiency equations developed for the experimental

scale models trere:

TE= 1-
0.28-0.0029Cn

0.84(1-exp(-11.4s))
( 1-s ) f.or 1/5.7 model [ 14]

(1-s) for the 1/10,9 model t 151TE= 1-
0. 1 0-0.0008Cn

0.73('1-exp(-8.2S) )

Khalid and Smith (1981a) concluded that the equations developed for

the 1/5.7 scale model were useful in estimating available drar¡bar pull,

slip, distribution of povrer between the axles (front and rear) and the

tractive efficiency of a full scale 4WD tractor.

Peters (1983) used equations based on summing the moments about the

rear axle for use in a computer model to predict traction parameters for

4WD tractors. He concluded that this method is a useful method of

analysis. The number of different inputs to the computer program and

the different formats of outputs produced make it a versatile tool in

weight transfer and tractive efficiency analysis.

In the development of a computer model using differential equations

to describe the performance of agricultural tract,ors, Summers, Ekstrom

and Von Bargen (1983) made several simplifying assumptions about torque

and load distribulion on a 4WD tractor. The assumptions were:

2

The force supported by the front axle is evenly distributed

between the front wheels.

The force supported by the rear axle is evenly distributed

between the rear wheels.



I
The angular displacements, velocities and accelerations are

equivalent for drive wheels mounted on the same axle

The drive wheels on each axle develop equivalent tractive

ef forts.

The above assumptions may be true for a 2WD tractor but are not

necessarily applicable to 4WD tractors.

The compuler model was validaled by testing only a 2WD tractor

simulaLing the lugging abilíty lesL of the Nebraska Tractor Tests, and

comparing the experimental results to the predicted results. Errors in

Lhis comparison were 24.5 percent for forward velocity, 7.3 percent for

wheel slippage and 20.2 percent for engine speed.

Summers and Von Bargen (1983) used modified differential equations to

predict the performance of farm tractors and found that the results

obtained by simulating.the lugging ability test of the Nebraska Tractor

Test Number 13'13 were close to the actual experimental values. The

accuracy for the 4WD tractor was not as good as for the 2!lD but was

acceptable.

C1ark (1984a) proposed a modífied l^lismer and tuth (1974) model for

traction modeling:

For a towed wheel:

îF/w = C1/cn +c2 t 161

For a driving wheel:

p/w = c3(1- exp(-c4cns)) - (cl/cn + c2) [ 17]

where C1 through C4 are constants related to the specific soil types and

ground cover conditions. The constanis are delermined experimentally.

Data required for determining C1 , C2, C3, and C4 include tractor

specífications, soil data and tractor performance data.

3

4
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1,1.2 Sca1e model studies

Uurillo-Soto and Smith (1976) used statics to obtain equations to

describe the performance of a 4WD tracLor. To evaluate the validity of

these equations a 1/10.94 scale model of a 7020 John Deere tractor wíth

two 480 W DC electric motors - one for each axle was used. The torque

and vertical and horizontal forces acting on each axle were measured

with the use of extended ring dynamometers. AnguLar velocity of the

axles and sinkage of the front and rear wheels were also measured"

Drawbar load was applied through a series of pulleys, cables and

weights" Tests were done on dry sand so that repeatable soil conditions

could be obtained. Three drawbar heights and four different ratios of

front axle angular velocity to rear axle angular velocity were tested.

Three replicates of each test were conducted.

Murillo-Soto and Smith f976) observed a "push-pull" effect at all
times during the testing of this model. They noted that "torques and

vertical and horizontal forces varied between positive and negative

values continuously". This effect was thought to have been caused by

relative slips between front and rear wheels, to the angular

acceleration and to the desychronization of the lugs on the wheels.

They conclude that the conditions of slatic equilibrium do not account

for the values of weight transfer observed and that an acceLeration term

must be included in the analysis.

Using the 1/10.94 scale model of Murillo-Soùo and Smith i glü,

Murillo-Soto and Smith (g77) conducted more testing on sand and

additional testing on a clay loam soil. The same combinations of static

weíght distribution, drawbar positions and ratios of front to rear axle

angular velocity were used. With a modified prediction model they found
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experimenlal values differed by an average of eight percent from

predicted values of weight transfer. It was concluded that lractive

efficiency was affected by static weight distribution, total drawbar

load, drawbar height, ratio of angular velocities of the axles and total

static weighL. Changing the ratio of axle angular velocities to values

different than unity increased the push-pull effect

Murillo-Soto and Smith (1978) investigated the push-pul1 effect

furLher using Lhe 1/10.94 scale model on dry sand and clay loam. À

computer simulation model of this effect was also included in the

analysis. In this simulation the difference in soil compaction

experienced by the front and rear wheels was included. Tests were

conducLed using lugged tires and smooLh tires. Àn increase in tractive

efficiency of three to five percent was observed with the smooth tires.

The push-puII effect did not disappear and the pattern did not change

noticeably when the smooth tires were tested. The simulation model

produced tractive efficiency values which were in error with

experimental results by an average of nine percent. They concluded that.

the push-puIl effect in 4WD tractors is caused by normalJ.y distributed

instantaneous relative slips of front and rear wheels.

Khalid, Smilh and Smith (1980) constructed a 1/5.7 scale model to

examine the effects of rolling radius, dynamic weight distribution and

drawbar Ioad on the lorque split between the axles of a scale model 4WD

tractor. Tests were conducted on dry sand, clay loam and an asphalt

surface. They concluded lhat rolling radii of the tires and dynamic

vertical load on the axle affect the puII developed by that axle.

More work was conducted on the 1/5,7 scale moilel (nt¡atid and Smith,

1981b) and it was determined that altering the distribution of axle
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torques did not have a significant effect on tractive efficiency. They

also commented that reduced drive train wear would result if the torque

on both axles could be equalized.

1 .1 .3 Full sca Ie studies

Domier, Friesen and Townsend f971) conducted field evaluations of a

2vlÛ, 4WD and a crawler tractor. The evaluation consisted of measuring

drawbar pull, Lravel reduction (slip) and forward speed. To neasure

drawbar pulI, a hydraulic cylinder attached to a pressure recorder tvas

used. Event markers on the same chart recorder were used to record

wheel or track revolutions. Tests were made on three fields with

dif ferent surface conditions.

In comparing traction characteristics of 2WD and 4WD tractors, they

noted that as the traction conditions improve, the difference between

2WD and 4WD tractors decreases. Tractive efficiencies for lhe 2!lD

tractor ranged between 55.2 to 68.9 percent and between 68.3 and 74.5

percent for the 4l{D tractor.

Dwyer and Pearson f976) conpared the tractive performance of a 2llD

tractor, a  WD tractor wilh unequal sized lires front to rear and a 4llD

tractor with equal sized wheels. Tests were conducted in 13 different

fields while ptoughing. Drawbar pull was measured using a three-point

linkage dynamometer. Slip was calculated by measuring no slip travel

distance per revolution and by measuring travel distance per revolution

iwhile under load. Measurements under load were made with the tractors

"ploughing in the normal way" and the differential lock engaged. AIl

three tractors had the same 63 PTO kW engine. They concluded that the

4WD tractor with equal sized wheels was capable of 14 percent more

I
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drawbar power than the 2V{D tractor. Similarly, the 4WD with unequal

sized wheels was capable of 7 percent moie drawbar poller than a 2WD.

They also slated that 4I,tD tractors should be designed to operate with a

drawbar puIl equal to 40 percent of the combined weight of the ballasted

tractor and mounted implemenl. The 4WD tractor should run at 10 percent

slip and operate in the highest gear possible without engine stall to

obtain maximum rate.of work.

C1ark and Adsit (?) developed an insbrumentation system to measure

engine speed, ground speed, fuel ftow rate, drawbar puII and torque,

Ioad and speed for each of the four wheels on a low powered tractor with

f ront wheel assist. The tractor used v¡as a Kubota t245DT  I.ID diesel.

AxIe torque rvas measured using strain gage torque transducers and slip

ring collectors. Àxle loading yras measured using strain gages mounled

on the axle housings. Drawbar puIl rvas measured using a three point

linkage strain gage dynamometer. Measurements were taken using a data

acquisition system controlled by a microcomputer mounted on the Lractor.

Calibration of the transducers involved three replicated applications of

known levels of each physical variable over the expected range of the

transducer. À correlation coefficient of at least 0.99 resulted for

each regression of voltage output versus lhe real physical variable.

In a presentation of raw data collected with this system a difference

in torque of 4.1 percen! between wheels on the front axle and a

difference of 10.1 percent between wheels on the rear axle vras apparent.

No nrention of the differentials being locked was given nor was there an

explanation of why the difference existed

A field study was undertaken by Erickson, Larsen and Rust (1982) to

evaluate 4WD tractors in a typical Montana summerfallow environment.
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Performance vlas tested under high, low and normal draft conditions.

Drawbar pu1l, front and rear wheel rotation, travel distance, axle

torques and elapsed time were measured during each test. Hígh speed

movies were employed to investigate instantaneous slip levels of the

individual tires.

It was noled that severe harmonic vibrations were induced in the

tractor-implement system. These'vibrations seemed to be related to the

bite-slip characleristics of the tires and uneven pulling by front and

rear tractor axles. Variations in soil properties may also have been

involved in these vibrations.

Musonda, Bigsby and Zoerb (1983) developed instrumentation involving

FM radio telemetry to transmit signals representing torque on the drive

shafts of a St,ieger Bearcab 220, The torque nas sensed using strain

gages mounted at 45o from the axis of the shaft. Àxle and ground speeds

were also recorded using eddy current metal detectors as angular

position encoders. Draft lvas measured using a force transducer mounted

at the drawbar.

They concluded that the torque measuring techniques using radio

telemetry was very accurate, reliable and overcame any noise problems

associated with slip rings. AIso, eddy current transducers work ideally

for field conditions because they are not contaminated by dust and can

withstand shocks.

C1ark (1984b) used a Kubota L245DT 4WD tractor which was instrumented

to measure drawbar pull, ground speed, fuel consumption, engine

crankshaft speed, front and rear wheel torque and front and rear wheel

weight to evaluate the field performance of a 16.7 PTO k!,t lractor in two

and  WD modes. Tests were conducted on three soil types.
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He found that maximum drawbar power developed by the 4I,tD tractor was

between 45 percent to 1 24 percent greater than that developed by the 2I,tD

tractor depending on soil characterislics. Maximum field speed llithout

excessive slip increased from 45 to 106 percent using the same

implement.

Clark (1984c) again used the KuboLa tractor which had. been modified

t,o measure torque and speed of each individual wheel to determine

factors required to create a reliable traction model. Tests were done

on a flat asphalt surface and in an apple orchard. À computer program

was used to calculate power inputs to wheels, drawbar power, traclive

efficiency, slip for each wheel, pull for each wheel-, drawbar puII, pulI

to dynamic load ratio for each wheel and drawbar pull to driving wheel

load ratio from the measured quantities. It was found that in all cases

there was not a significant difference between the pull and dynamic load

for each wheel of a set (front or rear). Àlso, there was not a

significant difference in slip between the driving wheels.

In the review of the current literature dealing with tractive

efficiency of 4WD tractors, Do information was found dealing with the

effect of drive shaft torque on the net pulI and tractive efficiencies

of each of the wheel-s on one axle.

1.2 THEORY OF TOROUE REÀCTION

The pulI developed by a tractive device is a function of the weight on

the device, soil parameters and wheel slip (wismer and Luth, 1974). For

a 4WD tractor with four equal sized wheels, the weight on the ,wheels is

affected by the torque on the drive shaft, the sLatic weight on the

wheel and the load transfer due to the draft load. The dríve shaft
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torque causes a shift in loading of two wheels on an axle assembly which

is equal to the torque on the drive shaft divided by the distance

beLween ihe two wheel centers. If the equation for pu]l to weight ratio

presented by wismer and tuth (1974) is examined (Figure 1.'1), it can be

seen that as slip and/or dynamic load increases, the puIJ- to weighl

ratio also increases. À tractive device with zero slip will lherefore

have a pull Èo weight ratio of nearly zero, Therefore, the load

transfer created by the drive shaft torque causes two things to happen.

First, the wheel with the extra load applied can produce a larger

tractive effort due to the increased load. Second, the wheel with load

removed from it tends to slip more because of the loss of load. llithin

certain limits lhis wheel also tends to develop more tractive force. A

differential located in the axle assembly is theoretically a divider of

torque and transmits an amount of torque to each of the wheels which is

equai- to the resisling torque of the wheel wilh the least tractíon. To

calculate the change in pull and/or tractive efficiency of each of the

wheels due to the drive shaft torque is very difficult because the

individual wheel slips are not known or readily calculated.

The objective of this project was to develop a data acquisition

system to monitor axle and drive shaft torques to determine whether the

shift in loading caused by the drive shaft torque affects the tractive

performance of a 4WD tractor. The hypothesis rvas lhat the tractive

performance would not be affected because the wheels with least load

have a greater slip and this allows them to pull as much as the other

wheels. This is an interesting hypothesis on 4WD tractor traction

performance.
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The shift in load on an axle assembly decreases with gear ratio

within the differential. The effect is greater for example on a truck

with a gear ratio of 4:1 compared to a tractor with a gear ratio of 10:1

or 2521. In a typical 4WD tractor with a 25,7921 final drive reduction,

the change in wheel load due to the drive shaft torque when the tractor

is operating at 85 percent of its rated 106 kï.t drawbar power (available

drawbar power is 75 percent of engine power) can be calculated as 675 N.

This means that two diagonally opposite wheels would have 675 N added to

the weight on each l¡heel and the olher two wheels would have 675 N

removed from each weight on the wheel. This 675 N represents

approximately 1.6 percent of the weight on the wheel under normal

operating conditions.

The method used to test the hypothesis was to first conduct tests

with locked differentials in the model and then conduct the same series

of tests with unlocked differentials. By comparing individuat wheel

torques between these two differential conditions, it should be evident

whether there was a torque reaction effect. If there was a torque

reaction effect, then one wheel on an axle assembly should carry more

torque if the differential was locked than it would when the

differential was unlocked. Similar1y, the olher wheel on the axle

assembly should have less torque when the differential v¡as locked than

it would if the differential was unlocked.



Chapter II

DESIGN AND INSTRUMENTÀTION

The scale model 4WD tractor constructed by Dunn (1983). was the

foundation for the scale model to be used in this project. This model

vras an approximale quarter scale model of a typical 4VlD tractor. A '1 .5

kW electric motor provided the power which was delívered to the axles

through a belL and chain reduction of approximately 5.47'.1, The belt

drive consisted of two "8" V-be1ts, driving a jackshaft from the motor.

The front and rear axle assemblies were driven by the jackshaft through

a chain drive. Unloaded mass of the tractor was 326.5 kg. The forward

speed of the model under no load conditions v,as 0,667 n/s Q.4 kn/h).

Specifications of the model are given in Table À.1 in Àppendix A.

2,1 INITIAL MODIFICÀTIONS

Before useful data could be obtained

modifications had to be completed.

included:

from the original model, major

These initial modifications

'1. Replacing worm gear final drives with differentials.

2. Incorporating a draft measurement device.

3. Installing load cells to measure weight change on both the front

and rear axles.

4, Installing load racks above the front and rear axles to vary the

weight distribution

-17-
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5. Developing a motor speed measurement device.

6. Allowing the hitch position to be varied in the vertical

direction.

7. Replacing the Hewlett Packard data acquisition system with a

Taurus-One data acquisition system conlrolled by a Corona

microcomputer.

2.1.1 Differentials versus rlorm drives

To measure the effect of torque reaction on lhe tractive performance of

the model a comparison between locked and unlocked differentials was

required. Since the worm drives that were initially used as final

drives could only act as locked drives, the worm drives were replaced

l¡ith differentials. The differentials used were designed for golf carts

and had a gear ratio of approximately 12.321,

The differential assemblies had to be modified to be used in the

model. One of the axles and the axle housing on each of the assemblies

were shortened so that both axle ends were lhe same distance from the

center line of the input shaft to the differential. Special customized

mounting brackets were designed to support the assemblies in the frame.

A 127 rnm inside diameter roller bearing and a 19.05 mm pillow block were

used to mount the rear assembly in the frame in such a way that it could

oscillate about the drive shaft. This allowed the torque on the drive

shaft to be transmitted to the entire axle assembly independently of the

frame. The front axle assembly was mounted solidly to the frame.

In order to lock the differential mechanism an insert was constructed

for each differential. This insert fitted inside the carrier of each

differential and jammed the spider gears to prevent turning. The inserÈ
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¡.las held in place using a set screw tightened against the ring gear.

This effectively created a continuous axle assembly.

The original lorque transducers for the wheels were ret,ained and the

wheel hub and transducer assemblies were 
. 
modified so that they could be

bolted directly to the axle hub of the differential.

2,1,2 Draft measurement

Measurement of the draft force developed by the model was achieved

through the use of an Interface SM500 load transducer. This transducer

was designed for a maximum load of 2230 N. It was considered that at

times Èhe draft might exceed this value so a draft doubling mechanism to

double the maximum load that could be measured by the sysLem was

constructed. The transducer assembly was constructed in such a way that

it could easily be mounted on the tool bar of the soil bin and the

tractor drawbar could be connected to the assembly.

2,1.3 ÀxIe vertical load transfer measurement

Vertical load change sensing for the front and rear axle assemblies was

achieved using four support members between the axle assembly and the

tractor frame. These support members acted as four beams fixed on both

ends with strain gages mounted on the members in positions of maximum

strain. Eight gages were used for both the front and the rear axles.

These eight gages were connecled inlo a full l,lheatstone bridge circuit
,with two gages per arm of the Wheatstone bridge in such a lray that only

vertical load would be sensed.
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2.1.4 Àdditional load racks

Àngle iron framing was used to construct weight racks to enable

additional weights to be added directly above both front and rear axle

assemblies. These racks were built so that they could each hold a

maximum of six 20 kg suitcase weights.

2.1,5 Motor speed measurement

Motor angular speed was measured using a magnet attached to the

jackshaft driven by the motor. The magnet activated a reed switch each

revolution. The signal from the reed switch was then convert,ed to a

volt,age output that was linearly related to the rev/min of the shaft.

The voltage signal was read using one of the Taurus-One channels

configured as a full bridge circuit. The 10 volt supply voltage for

this device was supplied by the same Taurus-One channel.

2.1 .6 Variable hi tch oosition

The hitching position to attach the tractor to the draft sensing

assembly was modified to enable it to be raised or lowered on the

tractor. The draft load could be applied anywhere from 60 mm above the

center of the rear axle to 60 mm below the axle.

2,1,7 Data acguisition system

Using the Hewlett-Packard data acquisition system it was found that the

maximum scanning rate that could be reached was in the order of 10

channeJ.s/second. It was considered that in the 10 second time span that

a typical lest would take, 10 or 12 samples of each channel would not be

sufficient to give good accuracy of lhe measured variables. To obtain
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faster scanning of several channels, a Taurus-One data acquisition unit

and a Corona microcomputer were selected. I,tith the Taurus-One system a

maximum scanning rate of about 1000 channels per second could be

achieved. This means that 10 channels could be scanned 100 times in one

second which would result in sufficient accuracy.

2,2 CÀIIBBÀTION OF TRANSDUCERS ON THE MODIFIED MODEL

After the necessary modifications were completed the transducers v¡ere

calibrated in the lab using the new data acquisition system. The

Taurus-One system used a fraction of the input voltage as the output

signal indicaLing change in resistance of the strain gage on the

transducer. For a gain of 100 (signal is amplified 100 times), the

maximum voltage output of 0.'1 volts is represented by the number 2047,

Similarly, a voltage of -0.1 volts is represented by the number -2048.

Thus the voltage output across the Wheatstone bridge can be calculated

by multiplying the Taurus-One output number by 0.1/2047.

2,2.1 Calibration procedure

Since the Taurus-One and Corona were used for calibration as weII as

data for acquisition, it was not necessary to convert the readings from

the Taurus-One into voltages and then into strains. Rather, calibration

of the transducers lvas done as a function of the output of the Taurus-

One and Lhis output was used to produce a calibration curve. To do this

an unstrained or zero reference reading for each channel was taken and

lhen the difference between this value and the value at an incremented

Ioad was taken to produce data points to be used in producing a

calibration curve.
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For all calibrations of the drive shaft transducers the same general

procedure was followed. The jackshaft which drove the drive shafts was

held from turning. À small torque arm (length varied depending on front

or rear drive shaft) was attached lo the.shaft on the differential side

of the t,ransducer. Weights were added to a pan at the end of the torque

arm and a reading from the Taurus-One unit was taken for .each increment

of torque applied using the CATIBRÀT program. Increments of

approximately 5 Nm (depending upon torque arm length) were used up to a

maximum torque of 40 Nm. This procedure was repeated for three

replications to provide enough data points to obtain a calibration curve

for each drive shaft.

Calibration of the axle transducers for test series #1 was done with

the transducers on the tractor. A torque arm was constructed which

woui.d bolt directly on to the wheel hub using the stud bolts for the

wheel. The wheel was lifted off the ground and the axle was held from

turning. Weights vrere added to the pan at the end of the 1019 mm torque

arm and a reading was taken from the Taurus-One for each increment of

torque. Increments of 10 Nm up to a maximum of 140 Nm were used to

obtain data for a calibration curve.

For test series #2 and #3 the axle lorque transducers were calibrated

with the axles removed from the model. The axle, transducer and wheel

hub assembly were supported between lathe centers in a lathe (nigure

2.11, The tool carrier of the lathe was positioned under the wheel hub

in such a rvay that the wheel hub could not rotate. The torque was

applied to the axle by a torque arm assembly consisting of a spare

spider gear from the differential yrith a 509 mm torque arm welded to it.

!,leights were then added to a pan at the end of this torque arm to apply
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torque to the axle in the same way that torque would be applied when the

axle was in the differential on the tractor. To obtain data for the

calibration curves three loadings were conducled using increments of 25

Nm up to a maximum ot 210 Nm. Readings .were taken for each torque

increment using the CÀtIBRÀT program.

Figure 2.1: Calibration set up for axle transducers

The data obtained through these calibrations were used in the

Universily of Waterloo Statistical Ànalysis System (SeS) package on the

University of Manitoba main frane computer to obtain calibration curves.

A linear regression was apptied to the data points to obtain a slope and

intercept to describe the variables as a function of the output of the
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Taurus-One unit. À correlation coefficient of at least 0.999 was

obtained in the linear regression for each transducer. Results for the

final calibralion of the torque transducers and the draft transducer are

shown in Table B.1 in Appendix B. Calibration curves for the seven

Èransducers are also shown in Àppendix B.

The load sensing transducers for the front and rear axles and the

motor speed transducer were not calibrated because it was felt that

these variables were not required.

2.3 PROBTEMS AND MODIFICATIONS

Some preliminary tests were conducted as described in "TESTING PROCEDURE

AND COMPUTER PROGRAMS". In analyzing the resulls obtained from these

lests, it was discovered that the indicated torques on the two axles on

the same unlocked differential were not equa1. À difference of upwards

of 30 percent was observed between the tvro rear wheels and also between

the two front wheels. Since the theory of a differential states that

these torques must be equal the task of determining the cause of this

difference was undertaken.

2.3,1 Modi f icat ions for test series #2

Several recalibrations of the torque transducers on the wheels and drive

shafts under various conditions led to several obviously different

calibration curves. Calibrations were conducted both with the axles in

place on the tractor and also when supported in a lalhe. Since it was

found that lhe calibration curves were not repeatable it was assumed

that there was some mechanical or electrical problem with the

transducers. After carefully checking the strain gages, slip rings and
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wiring, the loading of the transducer vras examined while a torque was

applied to the wheel. It was observed that the irregularity of the

reading could have been caused by binding of the transducer pín in the

drive hole on Lhe wheel hub. The reason the pin was binding in the hole

was because of the deflection of the transducer vrhile it was loaded. In

order to eliminate this binding, the hole v¡as eJ-ongated .into a sloted

configuration with a flat side for the pin to slide on (rigure 2.2).

All four axle Lransducers were modified in this way and then they were

recalibrated. To calibrate the modified transducers the axte assembly

was removed from the tractor and r{as supported between lathe centers.

Figure 2.2: Slotted hole in drive plate on the wheel hub
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In addition, the drive shaft transducers Ì{ere examined and it was

found that binding could have been occurring between the sprocket and

the drive shaft as weLl. To el-iminate Èhis the sprockels were bored out

and needle bearings were inserted. This effectively eliminaled the

binding of the sprockets on the drive shaft. The drive shaft

transducers vJere then recalibrated to obtain new calibration curves for

the drive shafts.

In order to simulate a larger torque on the drive shafts of the model

torque arms were attached directly to the two differentials (nigure

2.3), By placing weights on these torque arms a torque was applied to

the differential in the same $ray that the drive shaft would apply torque

to the differential. assembly. In this vlay an additional 200 Nm torque

on Lhe drive shafts was simulated by putting 20 kg at the end of the

10'19 mm torque arms (nigure 2.4) ,

The tractor llas then put through a series of tests with the modified

transducers including the 200 Nm additional sinrulated torque. During

these tests the rear drive shaft transducer failed and therefore had to

be replaced. A larger, less sensitive transducer was constructed to

replace the failed transducer and this transducer was calibrated to

obtain the new calibration curve.

Àfter several tests had been completed for test series #2, the

results were analysed to see if there vlas a difference between the

results obtained from an unlocked diiferential and a locked

differential. It was again found that the torques on the two wheels on

an unlocked differential were not equal. However, it was also found

that this difference was larger when the differential was locked. This

is what was expected with the additional 200 Nm torque applied to the

dif f erential assemblies.
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Àgain, after extensive checking, the transducers were assumed to be

the cause of the problem so a closer look at them was Laken. One thing

lhat was noticed was that lhe drive pin on each transducer was forming

an indentation in the flat surface of the sloted hole. It was thought

that this could have caused a binding effect on the transducer assembly.

Further experinentation with the transducers comfirmed that there was

binding at this point.

2.3.2 tvlorl ificati r test series #3ôn s f ô

Since there was sti1l binding occuring in the transducer pin - hole

interface it was decided that a different method of applying the load to

the transducer should be considered.

The original method used to measure the torque on the axle involved a

transducer on the axle which drove the "free wheeling" wheel hub through

a drive pin inserted into a hole in the hub (Figures 2.5 and 2,6).

Using this method the load applied to the transducer was applied at the

edge of the transducer. This off-center load caused deflection and

rotation which was not desired. In order to eliminate the rotation

component of deflection a different technique which applied the load

through the center line of the transducer lvas required.

The alternate method which was adopted involved the use of a sealed

ball bearing mounted on the transducer. A 9 rnm slot was cut out of the

tubing on the transducer where the drive pin was held. A 12 nm inside

diameter , 28 mm outside diameÈer ball bearing Íras then positioned in

this slot and the drive pin was inserted through the tubing and through

the bearing. The drive pin extended through lhe transducer and into an

enlarged hole in the wheel hub. À support bracket was welded to the
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Figure 2.6; Original- transducer drive mechanism (photo)

wheel hub and a piece of hardened steel was welded to this bracket in

such a way that the bearing on the transducer would drive on the

hardened sLeel. Using this method the transducer could apply torque

from the axle to the wheel hub through the bearing-hardened steel

inferface (nigure 2.7), Since the bearing surface was also hardened no

unacceptable defornation of the bearing or drive surface should be

encountered. In reverse, the drive pin in the wheel hub applied the

torque from the axle to the wheel. This seemed to be an acceptable

solution to the binding problem of the axle transducers.

Test series #3 was then carried out with the modified Lransducers to

see if the problem had been eliminated. One test was done with the

additional torque of 200 Nm applied to the differential. 9[hen the
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Figure 2.7: Modified Èransducer drive mechanism

results from this test showed a marked difference in torque between two

wheels on the same unlocked differential, it was deduced that the extra

load on the one wheel and bearing, caused by the added torque, tvas

causing binding of the bearings and/or the differential itself. The

subsequent tests were conducted without the additional torque applied.

For the tes! series #3 a complete set of tests was conducted with two

static weight distributions (60:40 and 70:30, fore:aft), two slip

conditions (10 percent and 15 percent), and with both locked and

unlocked differentials. Five replicates of each test were conducled.



ChaPter III

TESTING PROCEDURE ÀND COMPUTER PROGRAMS

Testing of the model 4WD tractor rvas conducted in the '1.8. m by '15.2 
m

soil bin located in Àgricultural- Engineering at the University of

Mani¡oba. This soil bin contains a 230 mm layer of EIm Creek sandy ).oam

soil with another 230 mm tayer of Red River clay located beneath. Soil

moisture in the soil bin was maintained at between 9 percent and 12.5

percent dry basis during each of the test series. A carriage supported

by tracks on either side of the bin, r,las chain drawn by a 7.5 kW three

phase electric aear motor. A variable speed belt drive vlas used for

speed control of the carriage. Àn electric clutch - brake unit was used

to control the movement of the carriage. Speed of the carriage vlas

measured using an electronic revolution counter to indicate angular

velicity of the drive shaft which was lhen converted to linear speed of

the carriage using the calibration equation:

V = 0.001577 * RPM + 0.0041

Where RPM was the speed of the drive shaft as indicated on the counter

(rev/min) and v rvas the speed of the carriage (m/s)

-32-
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3.1 TESTTNG PROCEDURE

Before each lest, the soil was worked up with a rotary tiller to a depth

of approximately 30 - 40 mm (Figures 3.1 and 3.2). The roLary tiller

rotated at about 300 rev/min and operated at a.forward speed ot 0.278

n/s (0.99 fmr/tr). This speed was the slowest speed setting on the soil

bin carriage. The soil was then leveled off by dragging a board or a 76

mm I - beam along the soil v¡ith the carriage moving at 0.397 n/s (figure

3.3). Àfter lwo passes with this system the 300 mm diameter smooth

roller was attached to the carriage. Àny adhering soil was cleaned from

the roller. Àn oity rag was then used to wipe the roller to leave a

thin oil layer on the roller. This oil film kept the moist soil from

sticking to the roller during the soil compaction operation. The mass

of the roller was 138 kg when filled with water. For test series #3

eight cycles (16 passes) of the roller were made at 0.553 m/s (2 km/h)

to compact the soil to simulate conditions of a stubble field (nigure

3.4). Ten cycles of the roller were made for test series #'l and #2.

After the soil had been fully conditioned, the cone index of the first

100 mm of soil was in the range ot 2.0 to 4.0 kg/cnz (nigure 3.5). When

the soil was compacted to this level it provided a favorable tractive

surface for the model.

The tractor r,¡as then placed in the soil bin and the drawbar and cable

connections were connected (nigure 3.6). The pressure in the tires of

the tractor l1'as maintained at 26.49 kPa for tests series #1 and #2 and

was naintained at 39,24 kPa for test series #3. The proper weight

distribution was obtained by putting weights on the fron! weight rack or

on both the front and rear weighl racks. The wheels of the tractor were

then adjusted so that there was no load on the torque transducers or on
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the draft transducer. The drawbar rras attached at a height so that it

was directly in line with the rear axle.

The lhree wheel slips that were used for the testing of lhe model

were induced by running the soil bin carriage appropriately slower than

the speed of the tractor. Sincè the forward speed of the tractor under

no slip conditions was 0.667 n/s, the speed of the carríage was 0.600

n/s,0.567 m/s and 0.533 n/s f.or wheel slips of 10 percent, 15 percent

and 20 percent respectively. The seLup of the instrumentation system is

shown in Figure 3.7.

When everything was ready the data collection program' TRACTOR, I{as

started. Once a pre - test check indicating any errors vlas accepted by

the operator, the unstrained or zero reference readings were taken. To

prevent impact loading on the lransducers upon startup, slack was taken

up in the entire drive system. The tractor vlas then started by a remote

magnetic starter and the soil bin carriage drive was engaged immediately

after. Data collection was initiated by an assistant when the front of

the tractor passed a reference line. The 400 strained or loaded

readings of each channel were taken over the test period. Once the data

colleclion was complete the soil bin carriage drive was disengaged and

the tractor was stopped. Data collection took approximalely 10 seconds

or apprximately 6 m of travel. The data collected from the test were

then sLored on disk and plotted out on the screen of the Corona for

checking. This process took several minutes.
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Figure 3.1: Rotary tiller used for soil conditioning
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Figure 3.2: Soil bin after soil has been worked
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Figure 3.3: Soil after leveling with board

Figure 3.4: Soil compaction operation
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Figure 3.7: Instrumentation system set up

3.¿ DATA ACOUISITION ANALYSIS PROGRAMS

Several computer programs were developed for the Corona microcomputer to

collect and analyze data. The GWBASIC basic language was used with'l¿S-

DOS as the disk conlroll-er system. The main programs used were:

3.2,1 CHECK

This program llas used to monitor the output of one of the nine channels

to make sure there were no shorts or faulty connections in the circuit.

A conlinuous display of one preselecteil channel was shown on the screen

using the "analog read" of a single channel on the Taurus-One. This

program proved quite useful in trouble-shooting the hardware system

during selup for a test or calibration.
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3.2 "2 CÀtI BRAT

This program y¡as used to calibrate the transducers for the tractor. A

"scan table" was set up to read one individual channel selected by the

user and then 50 scans of this channel were laken wit,h a 25 ms delay

between scans. This is the same delay used in the actual data

acquisition during a test. The 50 readings were printed.on the screen,

followed by the average of lhe 50 readings. The average was then

recorded to be used in the linear regression to determine the

calibration curve.

3,2.3 TRÀCTOR

The program TRÀCTOR r+as used to collect the data during a test. The

program opened conmunication between the Taurus-One and. the Corona as

output port #1 on the Corona. A scan table to scan nine channels

starting aL 129 on bus zero of the Taurus-One, is set up. Channel

number 128 represents channel zero with a gain of 100 and therefore

channels 129 through 137 represent channels one through nine with a gain

of 100 each. The measured variable for each of the nine channels is

shown beiow:

CHANNET 1

CHÀNNEI 2

CHÀNNEI 3

CHANNEL 4

CHANNEL 5
CHANNET 6
CHÀNNEI 7
CHANNET 8

CHANNET 9

RIGHT REAR ÀXLE TORQUE

LEFT REAR AXIE TORQUE

RIGHT FRONT AXLE TORQUE

tEFT FRoNT AXLE ToRQUE
REAR DRIVE SHÀFT TORQUE

FRONT DRIVE SHÀFT TORQUE

REÀR LOAD SENSING
FRONT LOAD SENSING
DRÀFT SENSING

After

from the

present.

lhe communication ;set up message tlas sent lhe return message

communication wasTaurus-One tlas checked to ensure proper

An analog acquisitíon rvas conducted for one scan of the nine
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channels and the result of this scan r¡as presented on Lhe screen so the

operator could check Èhe output of each channel to see if all
connections were inùact. If the operator felt that all channels were

being read correctly, a file name for the dala Lo be stored under vlas

typed into the computer by the operalor. The file name for data storaget

consisted of eight characters derived from the conditions. used for the

test. A sample file name would be: "U60-'10.1". The "U" signifies that

Lhis test was done with an unlocked differential ("Lu for locked

differential). The "60" indicated that 60 percent of the static weight

vlas on lhe front axle and 40 percent was on the rear ax1e. The "10"

indicated that the tesl was done with 10 percent wheel slip. The "1"

indicated t,hat this was the first replicate under these test conditions.

The formatted data disk was in drive "8" of the Corona and lhe write-

protect tab had to be removed. Àfter the file name had been enlered and

the RETURN key had been.pressed the unstrained or zero reference

readings were taken automatically. To obtain unstrained readings 50

scans of the scan table at a delay of. 25 ms between scans were taken and

the average for each channel was stored on disk. The data file name was

the same as the one entered but with an appended "U". À zero reading of

the tractor speed monitor on the molor was also taken at this time.

AfLer the Corona generated an audible beep the tractor was started

and the soil bin carriage drive was immediately engaged. When the

tractor passed the reference line, lhe "RETURN" key was pressed. This

initialized 400 scans of the nine channels with a 25 ms deIay. Àfter

all readings v¡ere taken, the data were manipulated and placed in the

random access data file which was input 'before the test. Each record ín

the random access file represented a}l the readings from one channel.
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Therefore, to retrieve channel three data one only had to retrieve the

data stored in record number three of the random access data file. The

program then ran the plotting program calLed OVERtAY.ÀT0 to plot the

results on the screen. A listing of this program is given in Appendix

E.

3,2.4 ovERtAY.ÀT0

Once the data had been collected from the transducers over the course of

a test, lhis program was run automatically to plot the indicated torque

of each of the four axles versus time. This plot was displayed on the

screen and by examining this plot it could be decided whether any

problems were encounlered during the data acquisition.

3.2.5 ovERtAY.BÀS

This program was used after data collection to plot the data for one or

more of the nine channels. The maximum and minimum vaLues were

calculated for the combination of channels and the plot could be auto-

scaled or the user could input, via the keyboard, the maximum value of

the variables being plotted. A listing of this progratn is also given in

Àppendix E.

3.2.6 MEANS

This program calculated the statistical means over an entire test for

channel-s one through six and channel nine. Means were calculated for

combined locked and unlocked differential data and then printed out on

the dot matrix printer,

$I &

4s@æ
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3,2.7 UMEANS

This program calculated statistical means for unlocked differential

condition data for all combinaiions of tests. Àverages for five

replicates combined were also printed. 
. 
Àxle torques, drive shaft

torques and draft means were given.

3.2 " I rME¿N5

This program functioned the same as UMEANS except that the means were

calculated and printed for the locked differential condition data.

3,2,9 STATS

This program produced an ANOVA table for all the tests combined. A

statistical F value was produced to compare locked and unlocked

diffferential data and to compare all replicates of the dala obtained

through one wheel slip, static weight distribution combination. Results

were printed on the line printer for one channel and one test condition

at a time.

3,2,1 O USTATS

This program produced an ANOVÀ table for the tests conducted with an

unlocked differential. À statistical F value rlas generated to compare

the five repticates of one test condition.

3,2.11 LSTÀTS

This program was the same as USTÀTS but for the locked differential

tests rather lhan the unlocked differenlial tests.



Chapter IV

RESUTTS ÀND DISCUSSION

4,1 CALTBRATI9N RESUTTS

The results of the final calibration of the four axle torque

transducers, two drive shaft torque transducers and the draft transducer

are given in Tab1e 8.1 in Àppendix B. Plots of the calibration curves

are also shown in Àppendix B. The corresponding correlation

coefficients (R2) are all at least 0.999 which indicates that torque can

accurately be measured with this measurement system.

The slopes of the catibration curves, âs established by the linear

regression analysis for the four axle torque transducers, show that that

the sensitivity for these transducers is approximately 0.75 Nm/unit

change in output frorn the Taurus-One. Linearity of the axle torque

transducers ranged from.1.43 percent to 1.79 percent. In cases where it

was statistically sound lo do so (a = 0.05), the intercept generated for

the calibration curve was taken to be zero. This was done for all axle

torque transducers except the right front axle where the intercept was

significant at -1.16 Nm.

Calibration of the drive shaft torque transducers resulted in

sensiLivities of 0,2132 Nm/unit output from the Taurus-One for the rear

drive shaft and 0.0889 Nrr/unit outpui for the front drive shaft. The

rear drÍve shaft torque transducer failed during initial testing and was

replaced with a larger, Iess sensitive transducer. tinearities of 0.89

-43-
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percent and 0.72 percent were obtained for the rear and front drive

shafts, respectively. Again, both intercepts were checked and it was

found that they could statistically be interpreted as zero.

The draft transducer had a sensitivity. of 7,45 N/unit output from the

Taurus-One using the 2:1 reduction mechanism. Linearity of this device

was 0.38 percent. The intercept for t,his transducer could not be taken

as zero and was lef t at 12.26 N,

4.2 RESULTS FRoM TEST SERTES #1

A total of. 26 valid tests were conducted for test series #.1. For this

series, three static weight distributions (62:38, 56:44 and 51:49 -

Front:Rear) and three wheel slip conditions (10 percent, '15 percent and

20 percent) were tested. 0f the 26 tesls that were conducted, 20 were

run with unlocked differentials and six vrere run with locked

differentials. llhen the results of the unlocked differential tests were

examined the large difference between the torque on the two wheels on

the same unlocked differential was considered unacceptable. The

difference between the torques of the two wheels on the same unlocked

differential was much larger than the torque difference seen between

locked and unlocked differentiaLs.

4.3 RESUTTS FROM TEST SERIES #2

In the second series of tesls 18 unlocked differential and 18 locked

differential tests were conducted. Three static weight distributions

(60¡40, 56¡44 and 52t48) and two slip conditions (10 percent and 15

percent) were tested. Three replicates of each combination were run for

this series.
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In this series of tests an additional 200 Nm torque was applied to

the differential assembly. The axle lorque transducers had also been

modified by making a slotted hole for the transducer drive pin to slide

on. Results of these tests are recorded as statistical means of the

measured variables in Tables C.1 and C.2 in Appendix C. From an

examination of the means of the three replicates for any one slip -

static weight distribution combination the following observations can be

made comparing locked to unlocked differentials:

1. Under locked differential conditions, the right rear axle had

more torque than it did when the differential was unlocked.

2, Under locked differential condÌtions, the left front axle nearly

always had more torque than it did when the differential was

unLocked.

3. Under locked differential conditions, the left rear and right

front axles had less torque than when the differentials were

unlocked.

4, 0n the average, the draft developed by the model was larger when

the differentials were locked.

The above results are normally what would be expected from the tests

that were conducted due to a torque reaction effect. The sense of these

reactions assumes that the drive shaft applies torque in the clockwise

direction (viewed from the rear) in addition to the 200 Nm torque,being

applied in the clockwise direclion to the rear axles and in the counter

clockwise direcLion to the front ax1es. However, the fact that there

was such a large difference between torques on the two wheels on the

same unlocked differential indicated that there were problems with the
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lransducers and,/or the dÍfferentials. One possible explanation for this

difference was considered to be a binding in the support bearings near

lhe wheels and in the wheel hub assemblies. The more load that was

applied to the wheel assembly the larger the binding effect. Therefore,

when the torque arms and weights to apply additional torque lo the

differential assemblies were employed more load was put on one wheel of

the assembly which would cause more binding in this wheel than the wheel

with less load. This would mean that the torques on the two axles

adjacent to the differential would be equal but at the wheel itself the

torques may be different.

4.4 RESUTTS FROM TEST SERIES #3

The third series of lests included 20 tests with unlocked differentials

followed by 20 tests rvith locked differentials. Two static weight

distributions (60:40 and 70:30) and two wheel slip conditions (10

percent and 15 percent) were tested with five replications of each

combination.

Results of this series of tests are tabulated as means of the

measured variables in Tab1es C.3, C.4 and C.5. Statistics were applied

to the data from all tests combined and then again to the data for

locked and unlocked differentials separaLely. For the combined data,

two hypotheses were tested. The first was that the statistical means

for one channel and one test condition were the same for locked and

unlocked differentials. The second hypothesis tested was that the

replicates for one channel and one combination of slip, static weight

distribution and differential condition were all the same.
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4.4.1 Hypothesis I: Differential con ition has no effeet

An evaluation of lhe statistical F values calculated as the mean sum of

squares for replicates divided by the mean sum of squares for error,

established that for all conditions and all axles the F value was not

significant at Lhe 0.05 leve1 (Tab]e 4.1), This indicated that the null

hypothesis of no difference could not be rejected and it was concluded

lhat there v¡as no difference between locked and unlocked differential

for this series of tests.

4, 4.2 Hypotlesi-s -LL: No di f f erence between replicateg__o:[_iLhe__sêmg
test

The F values calculated for testing the null hypothesis of no difference

between replicates of the same test are shown in Tables 4"2 and 4.3.

This F value has 4 and 1995 degrees of freedorn. In aII cases, the

calculated value was significant at the 0.05 level. This indicated that

lhere tvas a difference between replicates of the same test.

The fact that the replicates were statistically different could be

attributed to several factors:

1. Change in soil moislure between tests.

2. Change in soil compaction between tesLs.

3. Variation in soil compaction and moisture content along the soil

bin.

4, Speed variation of soil bin carriage.

5. Path of lhe tractor along the soil bin.

The combinatíon of all or some of these factors could cause a .large

variation between tests which could be characteristic of any testing

dependent on soil related properlies.
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TABTE 4.1

Summarized Statistics for Combined Tests - Series #3

HypoLhesis I

Statistics for Tests : 60-10

TOCATION MS REPTICÀTES Ft, s

Right rear axle
Left rear axle
Right front axle
Left front axle

7703.80
6385. 52
769,19

1 31 53.54

0.01
0.22
2.96
1 .54

StaListics for Tests : 60-15

tocÀTr0N MS REPTICATES FI, S

Right rear axle
Left rear axle
Right front axle
teft front axle

1823.63
2586.56
3100"76

20419 .71

0 .48
1 .04
0.08
1 .23

Statistics for Tests : 70-10

TOCATION MS REPLICATES Fr,s

Right rear axle
Left rear axle
Right front axle
Left front axle

1 937.09
4318.88
2256.84

20868.08

0,1'1
1 .94
3,82
0 .86

Statistics for Tests ¡ 70-15

TOCATION MS REPLICÀTES Fr, a

Right rear axle
Left rear axle
Right front axle
L,eft front axle

2686,43
137 6 .71
2205.04

15407.71

0 .82
2,06
0.18
0. 10

NOTE: 60-10 indicates all tests done with 60 percent of
static .weight on the f ront axle and at 10 percent slip.
Tabulated FtrBro.os v¡aS 5.32
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TABTE 4.2

Summarized SiaListics for Unlocked Differential Tests - Series #3

Hypothesis II
Statistics for Tests : 60-10

TOCATION MSE F¿,lggs

Right rear axle
Left rear axle
Right front axle
Left front axle

43.40
37 .99
21,09
25.53

1 0s. 58
210,91

s4 .91
967 

" 
01

Statistics for Tests : 60-15

rocÀTl0N MSE F+rlggs

Right rear axle
Left rear axle
Right front axle
Left front axle

29.28
26,25
28,19
28.47

83 .69
132.54
83.00

1360.32

Statistics for Tests : 70-10

tocÀTI0N MSE F¿rlggs

Right rear axle
Left rear axle
Right front axle
teft front axle

38.20
26.03
24,69
20.86

50.13
283.64
161 ,43

1864,62

Statistics for Tesls : 70-15

TOCATION MSE F¿rrggs

Right rear axle
Left rear axle
Right front axle
teft front axle

21,47
20 .86
26.96
27,44

24.30
95.86

1 53.33
1 051 .91

NOTE: 60-10 indicates aIl unlocked differential tesls done with
statíc weight on the front axle and at 10 percent s1ip.
Tabulated Fq,lgesro.o¡ waS 2.37

60 percent of
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TABTE 4.3

Summarized Statistics for Locked Differential Tests - Series #3

Hypothesis 1I

Statistics for Tests : 60-10

TOCATION MSE F¿rtsg¡

Right rear axle
Left rear axle
Right front axle
teft front axle

64.00
46.59
25.53
24.20

169.11
1 02.08

14 .88
66. 60

St,at i st ics f or Tests : 60-1 5

rocÀTr0N MSE F¿rrggs

Right rear axle
Left rear axle
Right front axle
Left front axle

28.57
25.26
35. 15
79.44

41.88
66.99

1 09.83
26,48

Statistics for Tests : 70-10

tocÀTI0N MSE F¿rlggs

Right rear axle
Left rear axle
Riqht front axle
Left front axle

32.84
33.22
21 ,10
18.88

s9. 60
37 ,70
24.88

149 .94

Statistics for Tests : 70-15

LOCATION MSE F¿rlggs

Right rear axle
Left rear axle
Right front axle
teft front axle

29,41
24 .71
34.36
29.53

1 64.88
30.52
8.00

65,77

NOTE: 60-'10 indicates all locked differential tests done with 60 percent of
static weight on the front axle and at 10 percent slip.
Tabulated F¿,rge5ro.os vras 2.37
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Chapter V

CONCLUSI ONS

Since the R2 values in Table 8.1 are a1l 0.999 or greater it was

concluded that the torque at any time on all four axles could be

determined with a sensitivity of approximately 0.75 Nm.

Similar)-y, the drive shaft torques were determined with

sensitivities of 0.21 Nm and 0.09 Nm for the rear and front drive

shafts respectively. The draft load was determined with a

sensitivity of approximately 7 N.

The summarized statistics in TabLes 4.2 and 4,3 indicate that

variations between tests were statistically signif icant.. This

variation was thought to have been caused by soil variation and

soil bin carriage speed variation._

The summarized statistics in Table 4,1 indicate that the torque

on a wheel was the same whether the wheel v¡as on a locked or an

unlocked differential. This result indicated that the hypothesis

that the shift in ballast caused by the drive shaft torque does

not cause a decrease in tractive efficiency, ßâY in fact be true.

The reason why the tractive efficiency is not affected may þs

because the wheels with least load have a higher slip which

allows them to pull as much as the other wheels.

Since the tests were done on a favorable tractive surface, the

performance of a 4WD tractor on a poor tractive surface cannot be

predicted from these results. Phenomena such as push-pul1 and

galloping were not encountered during testing.
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Chapter VI

RECOMMENDÀTIONS

1, More testing of the model including accurate slip measurement and

more repeatable soil condilions must be undertaken. The soil

variaLion vras a major contributor to variation between tests and

this variation must be eliminated to obtain acceptable results.

2. Tests done on a concrete surface rnay be helpful to eliminate the

soil component of the replicate variation. Tests done on

concrete however may generate uncharacteristic results for the

perfornance of a tractor in the field.

3. I'lhen additional testing of the model has been completed, the

results should be confirmed by doing field tests on a full size

4WD tractor to see if the results obtained from the model apply

to a fulI size tractor.
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Àppendix A

MODEI D]MENSIONS

TÀBLE A.1

Specifications of the Model

ENGINE : 1.5 kW, 230 Volt Electric Motor

TIRES ¡ ÀTV type - Radius = 265 mm

- Contact v¡idth - Àpproximately 210 mm

DIMENSIONS : Wheel base = 1 .'100 m

Overall Length = 1.800 m

Distance between wheel centers = 1.000 m

Mass : Front 201.0 kg

Rear '125. 5 k9

No load speed = 0.667 n/s
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Appendix B

CATIBRATION RESUTTS

TÀBIE 8.1

Fina1 Calibration Results

Axle Torques

tocÀTroN STOPE INTERCEPT PZ

Right rear
Left rear
Right front
teft front

0 .7771
0.7525
0 ,77 40
0.7338

-0.9577
-0.2319
-1 .1 587
-0.7038

*
0.9995
0.9996
0.9997
0 .9996*

Drive Shaft Torques

tocÀTr0N STOPE INTERCEPT P2

Rear
Front

0.2132
0.0889

0.051 4
-0.0826

tr 0.9999
0.9998*

Draft Force 7.4517 12.2732 0.9999

NOTE: * Indicates that the intercept can statistically be interpreted
as zero (o = 0.05).
Torque slopes have units of Nrn/unit output from the Taurus-One.
Torque intercepts have units of Nm.
Draft slope has units of n/ unit output from the Taurus-0ne.
Draft intercept has units of N.
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Àppendix C

TEST RESUITS
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TÀBLE C.1

Unlocked Differential Test Data for Test Series #2

TEST RR(NM) T,N(NM) RF(NM) tF(NM) RD(NM) FD(NM) DRAFT(N)

u52-1 0. 1

tJ52-10,2
u52-1 0.3

136 "2
131"8
131,2

115.3
1'11.0
1 18.9

75.',|
7 4.9
7 4.2

101"e
98. 3

98.0

25. s
23,0
23.5

17.
18.
17,

I
1

7

1 508.2
1481.0
1456.6

MEANS 133.1 1i5.1 74,9 99,4 24,0 17.9 1481,9

u52-1 5. 1

tJ52-15,2
u52-1 5. 3

189. 3

189"1
187"3

160.3
151 "4
157.8

78.7
78.4
78.5

106.5
112,0
113.7

34.0
33.3
33.4

18 .4
18. 3
1 9.4

1926.6
1 930 .4
1 941 .9

MEANS .188 
" 
6 156.5 78.5 1 1 0.7 33.6 18.4 1933.0

u56-1 0. 1

u55-1 0.2
u56-1 0.3

125.1
129.0
129.6

100.7
101 ,2
1 03.4

77 "6
78.7
80 .4

1 06.5
104,7
1 07.0

21 .0
22.2
22,6

18.9
1 9.6
18.9

1410.8
1480.9
1471.2

MEÀNS 127,9 101 .8 78.9 106.1 21.9 .19.1 1454.3

u56-1 5. 1

u56-1 5. 2

u56-1 5.3

157.5
1 55.0
1s8.9

129,5
123,6
126.6

84.2
88.0
82.4

117 .3
124,0
120,1

27 ,1
26.8
28,2

21.2
22,1
20 .8

1753.2
1756.6
1782,7

MEANS 157.1 126,6 85.5 120.5 27.4 21.4 1766.8

r.l

u60-1 0. 1

u60-10.2
u60-1 0.3

116.4
118.5
115.0

91 ,9
92,7
92.6

81.6
79,6
79.2

116.9
110.2
106.s

19,9
20,3
20.4

20.5
20,9
20,9

1414,5
140'1 . 3
1397 .2

MEANS 1.16.6 92,4 80.',1 111,2 20.2 20,7 1404.3

u60-15.1
u60-1 5.2
u60-1 5. 3

134.1
139.5
142.9

109.5
112,8
111.9

87.8
82,3
87.3

1 34.9
123.0
120,1

23.7
23.6
2s.2

23.3
21.1
21 .1

1687.6
1597.2
1 655. 5

MEANS 138.8 111 ,4 85.8 126.0 24.2 21,8 1646.8

NOTE: RR = Torque on right rear axle
RF = Torque on right front axle
RD = Torque on rear drive shaft
DRAFT = Draft load on drawbar

tR
tF
FD

= Torqu
= Torqu
= Torqu

ô
a

À

on left rear axle
on left front axle
on front drive shaf!
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TÀBLE C.2

Locked Differential Tesl Data for Test Series #2

TEST RR(NM) tR(NM) RF(NM) tF(NM) RD(NM) FD(NM) DRAFT(N)

r52-1 0.1
L52-10,2
L52-1 0.3

146,7
139.6
139.5

'1'19.0

11s.9
1 13.3

72.8
65. 5

69.0

107 ,Z
107 .9
'1 09.0

25.3
24.5
25.7

18.4
17 .1
17 ,6

1 499. I
1 508. 7

1 408 .4

MEANS 141 ,9 116.1 69.1 108.0 25,2 17,7 1472,3

152-1 5. 1

L52-15,2
r52-1 5.3

196.2
194"0
209.9

154.1
1 55.5
1 50.8

72.0
76 "5
69.9

145.0
1 55.7
1 59.4

45.2
38 .8
35.4

21,9
30.4
22,7

21A7 ,6
2084,4
2077 .9

MEANS 200.0 1 53.5 72.8 1 53.4 39.8 25.0 2090. 0

t56-10.'1
156-1 0.2
rs6-1 0.3

131 " 1

140.6
1 39.5

85.5
87.0
99.8

70.4
73,6
72.8

112.8
111 ,2
118.s

22.4
25,7
24.1

21.9
19.1
19.3

1416,9
1424.9
15'18. 5

MEANS 137 ,1 90 .8 72.3 114.2 24,1 20 ,1 ',1 453 .4

L56-1s.',1
156-1 5.2
156-1 5.3

186. 1

1 89.8
185.9

127 ,5
121 .5
120.1

79.4
74,3
76,8

1 59.7
159.0
162.3

32.3
32.8
32.3

23.7
22,1
24.4

1 960 .8
2077 .6
1975.2

MEANS 187.6 123.0 76.8 160.3 32.5 23,4 2004.5

160-1 0.1
160-1 0.2
160-1 0.3

136.3
1 34.8
133.1

76.5
92.3
91 .5

75,1
73 .8
7 4.0

101.0
113.s
126,5

22.9
23.0

ND

1 9.8
19.1
19.9

1424.2
1442.3
1 460 .4

MEANS 134,7 86.8 74.3 113,7 23.0 19.6 1442.3

160-1 5. 1

160-1 5.2
t60-'1 5.3

171 ,1
169,6
173.4

1 03.8
104.2
111 .2

78.7
77 .3
7 6,0

1 56. '1

'1 59.0
1 50.7

29.9
27 .9
29.2

25.8
23.s
23.0

1 908. 2

1 878. 1

1 851 .5

MEANS 171 ,4 1 06. 4 77 .3 1 58. 3 29 ,0 24 ,1 1 879. 3

NOTE¡ RR = Torque on right rear axle
RF = Torque on right front axle
RD'= Torque on rear drive shaf t
DRÀFT = Draft load on drawbar
ND = No data

L,R

LF
FD

= Torque on left rear axle
= Torque on left front axle
= Torque on front drive shaft
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TEST

TABTE C.3

Unlocked Differential Test Data for Test Series #3

nn(nm) lR(nm) nr'(I¡m) tF(Nm) no(¡lm) FD(Nm) DRAFT(N)

u60. 1 0. 1

u60-1 0.2
u60-1 0.3
u60-1 0.4
u60-1 0. s

143.5
157 ,7
150.8
147,5
150.7

141 ,1
141.2
137 ,9
138.1
148. 9

1 06.6.
121 ,g
122,2
127 ,3
122.3

26.3
27 ,1
27,6
27.2
27 .1

27 ,2
26,8
25,6
27 .5
26,1

1801.'1
1 830.6
1 949. 6
1764,0
1 936.4

1 6
4
6
1

6

9
5
9
I

19.

MEANS

TEST

'l 48 .8

RR(NM)

141 ,4

ln(nm)

119.3

RF (NM)

120.1

rF (Nm)

27 ,1

RD(NM)

26,7

FD(NM)

1 856.3

DRÀFT (N )

u60-1 5. 1

u60-1 5.2
u60-1 5. 3

u60- 1 5.4
u60-1 5. 5

16s.0
168,2
1 70.8
1 70.3
170.7

,158.9

157 .9
161 .3
165.5
162.0

13
14
14

28.3
30.3
30.0
30.7
30.2

29,8
28,4
,aq
30.1
29.3

2142,1
2084. 0

2099.1
2089.3
2079.9

1 30.9
'l 28 .3
133.9
127 ,9
131.6

1 18.6

140 .

9
2

4

3

6.
2,
t.

MEÀNS

TEST

1 69.0

RR(NM)

161.1

r.n(¡¡m)

130. s

RF (NM)

'1 3s.9

rF (Nm )

29.9

no(Hm)

29.4

no(Hm)

2098.9

DRAFT ( N )

u70-1 0. 1

u70-10.2
u70-1 0.3
u70-'1 0.4
u70-1 0.5

1.19.9
120.5
121 .8
125.4
121 ,2

112.3
123,8
119.9
119,2
1 

'1 5.9

137 ,1
138.9
142 ,9
144 ,4
143.5

123,3
137 .6
143 .9
148 ,1
144,9

21,2
22,3
21.6
22,2
22.1

32.3
30.3
33.5
38 .8
34. 1

1 735.7
1778.8
1784.7
1 8'1 '1 .6
1 825.8

MEANS

TEST

121 ,7

RR(NM)

1'18.0

rR(Nm)

141.4

RF(NM)

139.6

rr' (Hm )

21 ,9

RD(NM)

33.8

FD(NM)

1787 .3

DRAFT (N )

u70-1 5.'1
v70-15.2
u70-1 5.3
u70-1 5.4
u70- 1 5. 5

140.3
140.5
140.5
141 ,4
143,1

130.5
132.7
135.s
131 ,7
129.7

1 s9.8
157 .4
'1 61 .3
16s.6
163 .7

167,6
163.6
164.0
167 .1
184.2

24,7
24.9
25,4
25,9
24,9

37 .4
36.2
37.0
39.8
40. 5

2110,4
2043.2
2111 .6
2067 .3
2073.5

MEANS 141.2 132.0 161.5 169.3 25,2 38.2 2081,2

NOTE: RR = Torque on right rear axle
RF = Torque on right front axle
RD = Torque on rear drive shaft
DRAFT = Draft load on drawbar
ND = No data

LR = Torque on left rear axle
LF = Torque on left front axle
FD = Torgue on front drive shaft
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TÀBLE C.4

Locked Differential Test Data for Test Series #3

TEST RR(NM) tR(NM) RF(NM) TT(I¡M) RD(NM) FD(NM) DRAFT(N)

[60-1 0. 1

150-1 0.2
160-1 0. 3
t60-'1 0.4
t60-1 0.5

142,2
146 "9
147 .9
154. 1

154"6

138.6
141 ,4
144,8
140.8
135.5

'118.7

120.3
118.9
120.9
120.1

123.5
124.5
122,5
124.5
127 ,8

25.5
26.3
27 ,4
25.8
27,5

25.0
25.2
25,1
25.7
26.3

1824,1
1809.1
1816.5
1 91 5.8
1 903 .9

MEANS

TEST

149,1

RR(NM)

140,2

rR(Nm)

119.9

RF (NM)

124,6

rF (Nm)

26.5

no(Hm)

25.5

FD (NM )

1 853 .7

DRAFT (N )

160-1 5. i 170.5
170.2
167 .2
169.9
171.9

156.9
162,3
1 59.0
1s8.5
160 ,7

134.4
1 33.0
126.8
1 28.8
132,0

140.6
141 ,4
137 .2
141 ,7
143.5

29.7
30.9
30.4
30.5
30 .8

29.5
28.4
27 ,9
28.6
28"0

2117,1
2073.3
2023.5
2059. 3
2247.5

160-1
f,60- 1

r60-1
160-'1

5,2
5.3
5.4
5.5

MEANS

TEST

1 69,9

nn(Hm)

159.5

rn(nm)

131.0

RF (NM)

140.9

rF (Nm)

30. s

RD(NM)

28.5

FD(NM)

2104,1

DRAFT(N)

t70-1 0.1
L70-10,2
r70-1 0.3
r70-1 0.4
r70-1 0.5

121.2
'120.0

124,0
121.0
125.3

121 .0
1 18.6
120,1
123,4
121 .6

143 .2
143 .2
145.6
145 .4
144.0

143 ,7
144 ,2
144 .'Ì
'146.8

139.5

21 ,7
21.1
22.5
22,2
22.9

32.7
32,1
35.2
33 .4
32.2

1870.0
1823.0
1 878 .8
1904.7
1826,5

MEANS

TEST

122,3

RR(NM)

120,9

rR(Nm)

144,3

RF (NM )

143.8

rF (Nm)

22,1

RD(NM)

33.1

FD (NM )

1 860 .6

DRÀFT (N )

r70-1 5. 1

Ll0-15,2
r,70-15.3
170-1 5.4
r70-15.5

134.9
137 .2
142,6
142,7
141.0

129,6
131 .4
131 .9
129.3
1 30.4

161.2
162.3
161 .9
1 63.5
162.0

173.9
169.3
168 ,7
169.3
171 .7

24.1
24.0
24.9
24.0
24,1

38. 1

39.0
38 .4
34.5
38.3

2062.8
2085.8
21 00 .4
ND

2133,7

MEANS 139.7 130.3 162.2 170,6 24,2 37,7 2095.2

NOTE¡ RR = Torque on right rear axle
RF = Torque on right front axle
RD = Torque on rear drive shaft
DRÀFT = Draft load on drawbar
ND = No data

ËR
LF
FD

= Torque on left rear axle
= Torque on left front axle
= Torque on front ilrive shaft
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TÀBLE C.5

Combined Locked and Unlocked Differential Test Data - Test Series #3

TESTS

Means for five replicates and two differential conditions

RR(Nm) ln(Hm) RF(Nm) tF(Nm) no(nm) FD(Nm) DRAFT(N)

60-1 0

60-1 5

70-1 0

70-1 5

149.0

i69.5

122.0

140 ,4

140 .8

160.3

119.5

131 .2

119.0

130.7

142.8

161 .9

122,3

138.4

141 .7

'1 69. 9

26.8

30.2

22.0

24.7

26,1

29.0

33.5

37 .9

1 855.0

21 01 .5

1 824. 0

2088.2

NOTE: RR = Torque on right rear axle
RF = Torque on right front axle
RD = Torque on rear drive shaft
DRAFT = Draft load on drawbar

LR = Torque on left rear axle
LF = Torque on left front axle
FD = Torque on front drive shaft
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itesú U7ø-1ø. 3 Right rear axle targue
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figure D.1: Typical resulËs for righË rear axle
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Ieet IJ7ø-1ø.3 Left rear axle Lorque
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Figure D.2: Typical results for left rear axle
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Iesú U7ø-1ø.3 Right front axle torque
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Figure D.3: Typical results for right front axle
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i'esú U7ø-1ø.3 Left front axle torgue
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Figure D.4: Typical results for left front axle \t
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Teet U7ø-1ø.3 |Jrtve ohaft Lorguee
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Figure D.5: Typical results for drive shafts
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Iesú U7ø-1ø.3 Draft load
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ÉEi{ ******#+**,*++.*+*+*t{.#T***$#*-F{+**#**+**++*+*+**#'*#***å*+*#+*****#*+#T*s,*
F:ET4

FRINT #l, "$Aü I AA {4üU,!5} "

LIt'tË INFUï #1,8$
LINE IFIFUT +1,Þ$
FRINT F*
FiEll **+********,*T+*#*+#S**+*******Ë+*så+*+T*##*T****#+*å*{.*****.**+*+*T*S*+*
REFI +* SEN[5 I{E55AËE TT TAUFUS TI] TåIiE 4tJfl ÊEAD I NE5 OF EAÜH IHAf{I{EL I,II ÏH #*
ËËf'I ** A DELÍìY üF THE SEEIJN-IJ NUI'IËER T hI THE EFAII{ETS **
ftEf'1 å#*,*****++*##*ä*s###**+**+**i+*+Ë**#+#*i+*i+*$*-r+**r+****l++l++****ttj+***+*#l+*it
üFEN "F:",S?,FS,BtJi!
FtR I= I Tü 4rlrl
FIELD #?,A A5 IiUFIHyA+,8 È5 DUFtt'tYBS,I A5 DUt'lf'lY[+,D A5 DU14l'lïl]$,? AS DSiI]
I F At:I5ri THEN A=A+I: ËUTt 134{J

T F I¡ =?5ü AND Ei T5I] THEN B=E+Î: ËOTÛ 134Û
I F å =I5u ,1¡¡¡ g=l5ri êtilD t'l:5(J THEi{ Ë=Ë+!: ËûTt] 1l4r}
I F A =?5i¡ AND Ë=?5lr AND [=?5r] THEtrl D=D+?: Ët]T[ 134tj
NETT I
RE14 *x+,t*.F.r*iÉ*+*+*å,,****+++#*i*****T*#T#S#fr**l(*å**S****#.*#å*Ël**++-+*#**+ËË'*ä+*
ËËI'I ++ FIELNË THË FILE I{ITH ËÜI1 EYTË TiEIOFiD. FEABIf'IË5 ARE STÜRED A5 if*
FrËt'l #* l,lI f,lË ELOfi{5 tF 4i't} ËEAD I NË5 EACH. THESË ELIIfiS AÉE ELU[ttS #*
FEI4 å+ FNR ËAIH EHANNEL {4ÜÜ RËÉNTNËs FTF: EAIH THANNËL! *+
REI''l ##**+**.*********.+*****+äs+***#s******#+**å****+**l****#*+*#*#+*+.*rt*å#ä**.
FRIt{T "5TART TIf'lE IË " i TItlË'St FFIl{T
FFiINT,.FF:855 AþIY If.EY FOR 5TATU5 TF DåTA TRËIN5FEÉ (CI]IJNT = 1 TT 3åt]I])"
EDIJFIT = I
FtË LtUFl = | T0 ?i5
A$ = lNITEY$iIF AÈ{3'"' THEFI FÉIFIT "f,TUNT IË ''ìf,ÜUIiIT
PRIf'lT #1?"SA{-1 1 ÈlR (1å}"
INFUT *1,ES
FüRl=1T[1ó
INFUT +1,ft$
DtItlUFlT] = VALTF$]
ItlUllT=[0lJNT+1
httrvT ï
It{FUT +l,E+
IF E$="E" THEN FFIf'lT "EFTRUR ";F$:EftlD
f{EXT Lüf]F1
FRINT "FIl,ll5H TiNE I5 ";TIl'lE*;
FUft tHÊFl = I Tú ?

FftINT tHAl'l;","i
CüUfilT = [HAlrl
F0ñ READNË = 1T0 4úlJ
L5ËT n'S (RËADNE) =t'llil$ (D ([nUNT] ]

IUUNT=[Uut'lT+9
f'IETT ftEAÐNË

FUT #: ,IHAN
NËXT IHAN
PR I þIT

LSET n$ (1)=t'll¡,IS (VAL {5FËED$) ): FIjT #?,ltj
RE[lI #***+*Jt**#*.**i+r+**if*#**Ë****#.t**+*##tç+++**i+**t++T*ttT+**##***ä*#tf*****ë.'*t+*ä
FEI'I *+ ÊEAIS STRA T f'IET DATA FRI]I'I TAURUS I]NE EYTE r.iT A T I 14E AND 5TTË85 I T **
F:El'l *l+ nN DISH Ït'l A RAI{Dtlf'l A[[855 FILE ËALLED "F$" **
R E f4 + * * x x *.s .* # * + ä -ë. s * * ,* * * * * * * * + * * * * * * + # # s s lÈ * #. * * # * * * s,* + * *.* s * * * * s # # * -+. Ë + * * * + *.* *
ILÛ58
CHAIN"tVERLAY.ATU": FEI't FtLrns the plotting prugram
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1il F:El'l

?rl REt't

I]VERLA Y

3 ü F E l,l * # * # .* * Ë T #.s + i* * iÊ * # .* * * * Ë + ä T * å * i* * * * * * * * * * * T * s * +.* T * s ä * * * # * * Ë å *.* * * å .* T * t* # t+ s * * *
4I] REI'I ++ FRÛËRAI{ FOR FLNTTlNE FESULTS FFüÌ'I SEVEËAL IHAFINELS Nf\lE TEST .1+*

5ü REt! +x JIl,t [Uf{Ì'l JULY 1ç94 *.r
&$ REÌ,1 .#,**i+*+**#+#*s**åås*++**#**++*++##if++**i***+*+{.*#i+it++**#+*+**TT*s++t***+**i+
7t! IiIn D+t4ilt)
B0 DIH n1{9,4r1üi
?ü A=0: E=ü: C=f : D=rJ: I'lIN=1f fl47: HAX=-1:rl4Ë
1úrl 5[EËEN I r-1ü

I 1ü LIIATE I, I
1!,J INFUT "TE5T DtSIËFIAT¡UN TI FLUT ";F$:F#="8!"+FS
13rl 0FEt{ uRu,#!rF*,Büfl
14') F0R I = t T0 4rJ'J

15T' FTELD #3,4 A5 ÐUIIA$,8 ËìE ÜUHÉ$,f, AS üUI'I[$?D A5 SUþIIS,: A5 D$(I}
1ó'] I F Ai; l5tl Tl{Eþl A=A+3: Ë0TU 3t}tl
17'J IF A=i25tl ANÐ Ër.?5il THEtI Ë=B+!:Ë0Tü ?('û
1É':' I F A= þ:5ü ANn B= !i5r,¡ AND t'; lSrl THEf'l t=C+3: ËtT0 rrlu
1çf] I F A= }:5Õ ANI E= }T5ü AIIID [= :3?5U THEþI D=T+?: GTTÛ ?[Û
T¡irì hltrVT I
?I{j FU#=FS+"U"
:lri ûFEN "R",#1,FU*,?
rlrJ FIELD S1,i A5 UNS

?4U FEiþIT "HI]I.I I{AI{Y FLOTS TO IVEËLAY ?''i

r¡47

1q ri
ñcô
¿'J¿

IJJ
¿.J't
2üú
TTri

?E r1

Aqr'r

Ltttt

Tli¡
r?ir
J3ú
3 4rl
lSri
3åtj
TQfi
¿ ir.-t

4ri3
51ir
q?¡"1

SJrl
q¡.fi

55ü
5åü
J ,t l-!

58rl
JCIJ
qqfì

ËñÉJ?'J

6ü(j
an.¡

åü4

ftl$=Iltll.iËYS: IF NS=" UTHEN 242
III=VAL{N$):FñINT N

F0Ë lilul'l = I Tu lil:FRIþlT "tHANf'lËL # Ftft FLtT *',;NUl'l;',?";
FNS=Iþlþ:EYS:IF Fltl$="" THEN 35I
F (þlUPl) =VAL (Pll$) : FFINT F {NUf,l}
NE){T ÞIU14

NUPI = I
FUF: ïRAI = I Ttl N

IHAN = F{NUf'I):FRINT CHAN

ËET *l,üHAN
UI{STRÉIIN =CVI {UN$}

IF ËHAI'I = 1 THEN ËT5UF I11']
IF IHAN = ? THEI'I ËOSUB 1I5r]
I F ËHAN = .l THEIII GúSUE 1 1?ú
I F IHAN = 4 THEþl ËUgUE 1?3r]
I F CHAN = 5 THEhI GESUE 1'J3(J
IF IHAN = ó THEN ËtSUB 1ü7ir
I F ËHAFI = ? THEFI Ëü5UE l3lrj
ËET #: r IHAt{
DUt4SUti =0

F0F REA[frl6 = t Tn 4t'ú
FDATA=[VI {[S (REAIitlË] ! -uþl5TftAI¡{
TNUf,IE ={IFDATA}"?}*5LTFE1 + FTATASSLTFEI +

5 U l{ = 5 U t{ + T Ì{ U I'l B : D U f'l 5 U I'l = D U t'l S U I'l + T f{ U t'l E

I F TNUt'lE il,lAX THEÌ'l I'lAX=TNul'lE: ËüT[ 57r]
I F TNUI'.IEi f'II þI 'THEN I'II III=TNUI'IE
ll I ( tHAN r ftEånNE ) =TNUt'lB

NËXT FEATI',IË

55llt'l ([HAN ] =D[Jf'l5Ut'l
l'1EAI{ ( [HAN i =5SUl'l ([HAFI] i 4t]tl
l'luH=NUl"l +1
NËXT THAË
FÉINT ,'ATTUAL NTNIf'IUI'I = ,.;[.IIiII

f'lIþl = 'l

I ¡ITEF
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THEI{ IFIFUT '' iI'IF[JTËUõ
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61r)
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ÅTfr

å4rt
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å7il
å8ü
å 9rj
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EilJ
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?IE
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7år)
77ú
78rJ
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Br] rl

E1ü
ÐTU

ct¿J
t¡ .c. c1

BSrl
Þ.J J
É¡.ri

ESrl
Bót]
Fl?f¡

ËB(J

S9rl
çirfl
qiri
qTri
q qfl

q ¡l r-r

gqñ

9ó'l
q7 t)

I Ei'
ññc7c}J
q Qfi

I ñ11il

ItlItr
l fl3f]
f rlTr'¡

i uï5
I ri¿r.i

1i'50
I rtåf]
I ilTri

FRIhIT "I5 NAH = "¡I'lAXI,, tF:',;:Il1lFuT ËtNËhlERS:IF AþlSHEnSf;.1',
,,¡ f,lAi(

VAF= (l'lAX-f'lIN)
llAfi l'l l F Y=35t1/ VAR
' I'lAËN l FY= 1

5[J['l=tt
[1, Ë
¡ =44

5[REEN 1tJ5

{å4,u}i1
"D?5R5L5DóIR5L5DÉlRSLEDå?REL5ÐólË51Íü45U45ft14*D5U3F:l4rrDEUERt4ünEUFftt4uD

CLS
FSET
DE I\hI

t{lD = UAR/l
FRTNT " FLOT ITH TË57
FE I f{T ,, [,lA;{ =,, ¡ f,lAX ! 

,,

tilU14= I
FtH TntA[= 1Tü N

IHAt'l = t" t NUf'l ]

ËEAÞNG= I
FSET {H ? 15i¡+ (f'lAH-f4lD- íll1 tIHANTREADFIËi ] ] *NAËNIFY), I
Ftft FEADNË. ! T[ 4r]r.l
Y=l+l L

t = 15fi+ tHAX-f'tIü- (01 tIHAf{, ÊEADNË} } } *HfiüNIFy
LIt\lE -{X,Y},1
NEXT REATFIË

L0cATE Y*i5i t'I4,XsEl /619;FEINT T${tHAN)
FÊET (å4, 15'.]+ {t'lA)(-FlIÐ- (f,tEAN tIHAN) ] i xNAËfrlIFy) , I
LINE - (åi4, 15fl+ tf,lA}i-t'ltD- (t'lEtìN tÛHAN) ) ) *t'tAËf'ltFv), I
ï =å4
f'lUH = þlul4 +1

NETÏ THAI
Lû[ATE I, l: FE I ltlï U5 I NË" ###.## " å NAX-f4 I D+ttg5¡=
LúCATE 7,.1¡FtlItlT USINE "#**.*#"; f'lAX-l'lIt+UAR/4
L0llAïE 1!,ITFFINT USINË "#{+#.ti{i";t'lAX-PIID
LtüATE 17,-{: FRINT USIhIË "#*#. ##"; HAf -f,lI[-VAR/4
LtIAïE 23,3:FRII'lT USINË "#S#.S*"; f'lAX-f,lID-VAF/l
LOTATE :5,4t]: FFIIiIT .'TIÞIEU

LUIATE 7,1:FRINT trTrr

LûCATE E,IlFRINT utu

LûtATE 9,1;FÉINT uEu

Lü[åTE 1ü,1:FRtNT r¡Gtr

LUIATE 11,1:FHINT rrlJr

LUTATE 1?,1:FRINT rrEtr

LUTATË 1?r3l FRIfilT USINE "##+.S#"¡f'låH-l'lIfJ
L0cATË 1Ë, t5
FR I NT {FIEAN { I ) -t'lEAÌ'l ( I } } / t t PIEAN t I } +t'lEA¡l {3 } } /? } * I tJrJ; ,,1{

L0[ATË 19, t3
FR I NT . { l'lEAhl { I } -l'lEAFl ( 4 } } / t { t'lEAN ( 3 } +FlEAl,l i 4 I } / ? ) + I úü ¡', ?i

,FF 
I NT FI$;

'ïf ¡45=ttgtt
E f'lt
SLEFË I =-2. f ó5? 1E-trE
fjltFE?=,21634851S
I NTEft=ü
T* ([HAt'l] = " RD r

RËT U FiN

SLUFE I = I . I2?7.1ÉE-rl5

rro tr4t¡ ?

I,lIf,l =,'; 14IN

REIIR TTFFERE[I[8"

FRI]f'IT DiFFEFEþI[8"
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I I tltl
lltû

1115
1 1tf]
1 l.JrJ
I 14ri
1 15tJ

I 155
I 1årl
117r1
i 180
I 1çtl
I 195
I l0rl
131ü
lffrl
l Ilrj
1 TTC

I 24ü
1Í5t'
I ?ótl
I llrJ
I J.J.J

1 340
i t45
13li!

SLflFE?=Ë. ó51 1428-il?
I FITEH=, rJ 1 4718
ïS([HAt'l] = I'FlJrr

ftE T URN

Íil-UFE 1= tl
5L0FËË = .77707457#
I NTER = (r

T$(tHAf'll = trHft"

ft ET URN

ËLÛPEl= t
ËLüFEî = .75?51ó57#
I FITEË =t¡
T+tIHAN! = ttl-f,'tt

F:ETIJRN

SLCIFE t =rl
SL0FE?=. 774u?37?*
IltlTËR=-1.t58å7
TStIHAf{) = "Ë:F"
ftËTUF:N

SLüFE 1=tl
SLUPE!=. 7lfB35f5#
I FITER=ç
T$([HAN] = ¡rLFrr

RE T URN

SLDFE 1=t] I

SLtFEt=-. 75?árlå5å#*9. E i rlülJ t
INTER = 1. 251 t47s?. E1';rJtll
T'S t IHAN ! = 

¡'IT tr

HETURÌ{




